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CLUB NOTES 

The annual University Boat Race honours went this year to Cambridge (for both men and women, 
as it happens). Once again, neither Oxford’s nor Cambridge’s crew featured an Old Shirburnian. A 
Blue for rowing is not generally something an OS can boast about. 

So this year’s quiz question is: name the only OS to have won a postwar Blue for rowing? The 
answer is on the facing page. It is, though, somewhat surprising that any OS has achieved such an 
accolade, given the total absence of any rowing heritage (and a suitable stretch of river, the Yeo not 
being up to the challenge) at Sherborne.  

The indefatigable archivist at the School, Rachel Hassall, drew my attention recently to the 
relatively short list of OS rowing Blues, although the list – stretching a point only slightly – does 
also include a former headmaster in C T Penrose, under whose brief headship rugby was introduced 
to the School in 1846.  

I will also shamelessly borrow Rachel’s amusing note that the grandson of Charles Wordsworth, 
who is credited with instigating the Boat Race, was for two years during the Second World War a 
master at the School (and chaplain). Also called Charles Wordsworth, he resigned with what must 
be described as an absence of Christian spirit and scant regard for the war effort in 1944 because 
“the standard of stupidity in the lowest form to which he was attached was so great that he could no 
longer conscientiously undertake to teach them anything”. Matters are improved from those days. 

Last autumn my son played a rugby match at Caldicott prep school in Buckinghamshire and I took 
the chance to look around the pavilion, where I noted one of the honours boards boasted the name 
A.J. Strauss, later of Radley, Middlesex and England. But although Strauss’s name leapt out, far 
more names didn’t, and wouldn’t. Some of you will have been back to the Upper Pavilion and 
noticed the sensitive recent work done to refresh and reorder the XVs and XIs of the past.  

For those of you who played in those sides, it’s likely you will remember your team-mates, 
although the longer ago it was, the tougher it gets. But can you recall how many of these names, 
inscribed carefully in light-coloured ink, went on to any further sporting fame after time at the 
School? From my generation – not that my name features on those boards – N.J.J. Greenstock went 
on to play for Wasps and England. But of the XV he captained in 1991, what of them? All with their 
individual stories to tell, whether City workers or Iraq veterans. Some of them may not have made a 
tackle or wielded a bat in anger after that last match in the School’s colours. 

The point is, I suppose, that what one achieves at school may not (often is not) be remotely relevant 
to what is achieved in later years. All the more reason to enjoy your active time with the Pilgrims in 
your twenties and thirties – whether or not you were in the first team as a teenager. 

The clear exception to that dictum over the past two decades has been Jimmy Adams, who retired 
from first-class cricket at the end of the 2018 summer. Jimmy has always looked so youthful that it 
comes as a surprise to realise that he is 38 but despite that, I am hopeful that he might still find the 
chance to don the pads and wield the willow for the Club on occasions for a few more years. 
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Jimmy has been a wonderful ambassador for Sherborne and Shirburnians – and by extension the 
Pilgrims, for whom he has played with great distinction whenever his professional commitments 
have allowed. Hampshire enjoyed the services of a top cricketer and a fine man. They have not 
taken long to ensure that he remains involved – in February he was named as an assistant coach at 
the Ageas Bowl. 

Tragically, though, the only other modern example of an OS playing county cricket passed away in 
mid-May at the premature age of 51. Nick Peters left the School shortly before I started but the 
cricketers at the top end of the School then relayed to me what a high-quality bowler he was. He 
played only a handful of games for Surrey and went on to practise psychotherapy. Aadel Kardooni, 
who kept wicket to Nick on many occasions, remembers a bowler with “fearsome pace that made 
me sometimes wish I was down at long leg … just good fun to have in the team environment”.  

The past year has seen excellent levels of participation across the Club. The football team in 
particular continues to excel, with their performance in the Arthurian League this past season being 
outstanding. Champions of the fifth division south and only one match lost. If only we can convince 
the league to refer to us as Sherborne Pilgrims rather than Old Shirburnians. But from tennis to 
fives to squash to rugby to cricket and more, there is much evidence of a Club in rude health.   

The date of the Club’s AGM is Saturday November 9 in the Westcott Room at Sherborne at 
12.15pm – please do come along if you can; the XV are playing Clifton on the Upper. My thanks go 
to Ed Lyons for his work in helping me to produce this booklet. Gratitude too should go to all the 
various match managers, without whom the Club cannot function for its primary purpose. It is 
important we always remember that this work is voluntary and unpaid. 

Robert Hands 
May 2019 

ANSWER: The only OS to have won a postwar Blue for rowing is Richard Spink (for Cambridge) 
in 1987 and 1988. 

NEW MEMBERS 

As leavers in July 2018: 
T R M Ackerman Ferreira (d), C E J Barker (b), J J Berry (a), B P Besse (b), C Bowden (g), J W 
Bruce (f), F T P Bruell (m), A Buxton (a), F D G Carey (f), R W Chetwode (d), B M Childerley (f), 
G R Clifford (a), L J S Colville (b), G E Cook (g), W A Crosthwaite-Eyre (a), T L De Wesselow (c), 
G R B Deverell (m), J C Dixon (g), H A Dixon-Clegg (d), T W Dudgeon (d), H S Fisher (m), P M D 
Folkes (a), J R L Foulger (e), A T Gantlett (c), T H C Gibbs (m), T D Grammaticas (f), V C Hagg-
Davies (f), M R Hetherington (b), P C St J Heyman (c), D Hickling (c), J Hinde (g), T D Hoare (e), 
T W Hobbs (c), G C Hogben (b), B M Humphrey (m), T W G B Irby (g), J D W Jackson (a), N J 
Jonas (f), H Jones (g), P D L Kerr (g), C P Kloster (e), O Leach (e), B Liebenberg (a), M I K 
Lonergan (b), S P MacDonald (c), A J Macintosh (a), B L M MacLean (b), F J McLoughlin (g), O S 
Minchin (g), J J D Page (f), O J H Palmer (d), C P R Pantlin (c), T W Parker (d), T C Perkins (a), S 
H W Pope (m), T Pope (m), H R S Pralle (a), D J Prest (d), J A M Pyman (e), P J R Reynolds (c),  
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F T C Storer (g), G S Sutton (m), C T Symonds (c), H Taylor (c), M P Verschoyle (b), L E S Watson 
(a), G F D Whipple (m), S J Woodhouse (b). 

By application: 
G C S Brooking (h 80), J N Capel (b 11). 

OBITUARY 

Q Bowker (a 42), D E Carey (b 31), C Cooper (c 58), J K Dauncey (a 50), J C Eagle (h 50), J W G 
French (f 39), I Gavin-Brown (g 60), J B Hosegood (b 42), A L Humphreys (a 60), A P 
Kwiatkowski (b 15), R G A Leman (g 44), A J Mackie (a 54), N H Peters (c 86), P Thompson 
(Hon), R M Romer (a 42), N R Smith (a 61), R W Stoughton-Harris (b 43), P A Turner (a 40), D I T 
Wilson (g 43), R M Weston (d 62). 

MANAGERS 

Cricket Fergus Taylor (07899 792745)   pilgrimscricket@gmail.com 
Cross Country Harry Reynolds (07989 592853)  htgreynolds@gmail.com 
Fives Nick Scorer (01935 389545)   nscorer@sherborne.org 
Football George Atkins (07810 870768)   atkinsgh21@gmail.com 
Hockey Will Smibert (07885 706984)  Smibertwm@gmail.com 
Rugby Charlie Leach (07707 408902)  sherbornepilgrimsrugby@gmail.com 
Squash Will Pope (07956 458763)    willpope1988@hotmail.com 
Tennis James Sewry (07880 515882)   jmsewry@gmail.com 

THE EGLINGTON CUP. 

In order to commemorate the memory of Charles Eglington, who died in 2018 and who made such 
a vast contribution to the Pilgrims cause, the Committee have decided to inaugurate a cup to be 

known as the “Eglington Cup” which is to be awarded 
to an individual who has made a notable contribution to 
Pilgrims sport. The recipient will be selected by the 
President and Vice-Presidents, to be awarded at their 
discretion, not necessarily annually, and the Cup is to be 
presented at the Club’s annual supper. The first such 
presentation was made by the President Ed Lyons to 
Jamie Snudden (see left) on March 9 2019 for his 
outstanding contribution to Pilgrims rugby. 
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CRICKET 2018 
             
Played 13; Won 6; Lost 7. 

Saturday May 12 v The School at Sherborne. 
Sherborne School 294; Pilgrims 156. Lost by 138 runs. 

What better way to mark an iconic fixture in the Pilgrims calendar than with OS Day on the Upper. 
The Pilgrims took to the field first, with Pennsylvania 6-5000 belting out from the School Swing 
Band and a fresh-faced Pilgrims side eager to take early wickets. One did fall in the seventh over, 
much deserved for Alistair Pusinelli who bowled 20 dot balls in a row. Some good fielding and 
tidy(ish) bowling kept the School to 160 for three at lunch off 32 overs. Sadly runs leaked too easily 
for the Club after lunch and the School ended on 294 for eight after their 50 overs; a very strong 
score for the Upper! Wickets for Pusinelli, Cave, Smibert, Francis and G Ellwood. 

Unfortunately there were not so many leaked runs when the Club batted, but more that of wickets. 
Our top order fell to their fairly sharp and accurate left arm opener, and if it was not for a stylish 54 
from J Caldwell, we would have posted a fairly embarrassing total. Late flourishes from Jack 
Humphreys and Conrad Fish were not enough to take us to the 200 mark, and the Pilgrims were all 
out for 156. A few beers on The Upper balcony followed the game with team spirits high having 
played proper cricket again, and of course to be back on this wonderful ground. 
  

Sunday May 27 v Radley Rangers at Radley. 
Pilgrims 186-8 (H H O Cheal 68 not out); Radley Rangers 134 (H P Lamb 4-22). Won by 52 runs. 

This was our annual Cricketer Cup warm-up fixture. Despite a terrible forecast, the conditions were 
fair and the playing surface looked good. We were invited to bat first and despite losing Oliver 
Calcott early, we got off to a respectable start, losing our second wicket in the 21st over with the 
score on 82. Simon Walsh contributed 36 of those runs, whilst Will Smibert at No 3 added 29. 
Unfortunately, wickets then begin to fall at an alarming rate and we slipped from 82 for two to 112 
for eight. It took Henry Cheal and James Vitali to steady the ship, the pair leaving well and the 
former hitting the short ball extremely cleanly. Together they propelled us up to 186 and, with Cheal 
and Vitali unbeaten on 68 and 17 respectively, the declaration was made.  

Our bowling was far more impressive. Wickets were shared around, with two apiece for Vitali and 
Theo Cooke and a scalp for Cheal. Pick of the bowlers was undoubtedly Henry Lamb, who returned 
figures of 10-3-22-4 with his probing outswing. Mention also should be made of Charlie Cooke’s 
three catches behind the stumps on return to the side. So we wrapped up an impressive win in the 
37th over, with a victory margin of 52 runs. 

Sunday June 17, Cricketer Cup first round, v Old Cheltonians at Cheltenham.  
Old Cheltonians 188 (J A Francis 5-55); Pilgrims 189-3 (H H O Cheal 111 not out). Won by 7 
wickets. 

Shortly after 5pm, we secured victory in the 38th over with Henry Cheal and Charlie Esson leading 
the way with a 145-run stand, a club record for the fourth wicket in the competition. It was a 
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thoroughly convincing win that seemed rather less likely earlier on when our opponents, having a 
chance to put some modest bowling to the sword, succumbed to some rash strokes. Equally it must 
be said that we took all the chances offered and so deserved our success. The beautiful College 
Ground is a wonderful place to play cricket and was clearly an inspiration to a Pilgrims side who 
throughout the day played with commitment and vigour, with the outfielding being of a particularly 
high order. 

On winning the toss our opponents chose to bat on a typically easy-paced Cheltenham wicket but 
some skilful left-arm swing bowling from our captain James Vitali soon played an influential role 
by removing two of their first three batsmen to leave them at 8 for two, one well caught at slip by 
Esson. After 20 overs our opponents had recovered to 87 for three and then, rather alarmingly, 
accelerated to 136 for four in the next six overs before throwing away a potentially strong position 
by batsmen holing out to a series of rank long hops. And so they crumpled to 188 all out after only 
41.3 overs. James Francis with his off spinners secured figures of five for 55 but he will be the first 
to admit that he will have bowled better on other occasions for rather less reward. In the final overs 
Theo Cooke bowled his brisk off-cutters to good effect to remove the tail and Will Smibert was, as 
ever, reassuringly competent behind the stumps. However, a tally of 16 wides was very 
disappointing and on another day it could have made the difference between defeat and victory. 

We started our reply with positive intent by opening up with Ferg Taylor and Ollie Calcott. Some 
monumental blows from Taylor could have made fast inroads into the modest target but it was not 
to be as he was somewhat surprised by a half tracker which he described as having “got big” on him 
and top edged. Calcott remained and with a gorgeous straight drive showed how good a batsman he 
is, before he too succumbed to a long hop. Simon Walsh, at No 3, played correctly but was bowled 
by what appeared to be one of the better deliveries in the day. Thus we arrived at 44 for three after 
ten overs but it was the last success the Old Cheltonians enjoyed as Cheal and Esson stole the show. 
Cheal started off sketchily with a number of edges through the slips but he gradually got into his 
stride with a series of powerful cuts and pulls. At times he was perhaps too eager to attack when 
there was no scoreboard pressure on him to do so but he benefited from the calming presence of the 
vastly experienced Esson and upon exercising a little more caution in his shot selection went on to 
reach a well-deserved century with 17 fours and two sixes. Esson himself played with great 
composure for his 37 not out. 

This was a young and enthusiastic Pilgrims team ably led by Vitali and they thoroughly deserved 
their victory. One of the telling factors in the performance was that a significant number of the team 
had been playing regular cricket which is essential. It was really encouraging to see the middle 
order function so well when there have been too many occasions in the past when it has been left to 
the lower order to save the day. The high standard of fielding was particularly praiseworthy and the 
hundred per cent catching record probably made the difference between defeat and victory.  

Saturday June 30 v The School at Sherborne. (T20) 
Sherborne School 162 (T Pope 50); Pilgrims 119 (G Whipple 5-20). Lost by 43 runs. 

To achieve a target of 162 with the Upper’s big outfield presented a stiff challenge for a Pilgrims 
team short of cricket. And so it turned out, with the strong School bowling attack, boasting a 
balanced combination of pace and spin, making it difficult to score. The consequent pressure was 
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too much for our batsmen who, lacking form, had difficulty keeping the scoreboard ticking over and 
succumbed playing a succession of rash shots.  

Sunday July 1, Cricketer Cup second round, v Old Cranleighians at Sherborne. 
Old Cranleighans 261 (A Cope 89; H H O Cheal 4-51); Pilgrims 160 (S Waters 4-10). Lost by 101 
runs. 

The heatwave of the preceding two weeks had left the Upper with an extremely dry wicket and fast 
outfield. Our opponents had no hesitation in electing to bat upon winning the toss. The general 
feeling was that a score approaching 300 would be on the cards so it was a good effort to limit the 
opposition to 261, although the concession of 25 wides was unhelpful. Humphrey Gibbs with his 
gentle medium pace bowled tidily in his opening spell, conceding just 21 runs in his first five overs. 
James Vitali coming on first change at the top end continued to keep the pressure up, but whenever 
the ball penetrated the field it almost invariably sped to the boundary and so the opposition moved 
to 95 for two after 20 overs without too much alarm. By the 32nd over they were 162 for two but on 
Gibbs clean bowling Dahl, their young No 3 batsman, they began to lose wickets, mainly to Cheal 
who was achieving movement in the air and off the wicket. Theo Cooke posed problems with his 
off-cutters and Vitali put in a particularly good spell in the last ten overs. In testing conditions 
against batsmen bent on accelerating the run rate our outfielding remained energetic and efficient.  
It was a challenging target but at a run rate of 5.22 per over, we had a real chance. 

We started badly by immediately losing two wickets for 1 run. Ferg Taylor struck some powerful 
blows on his way to a muscular 41 but he holed out to leave us 69 for three in the 13th over. At 87 
for four in the 19th over we were close to the required run rate but with the top order gone. By then 
the dry wicket was beginning to offer more turn which the opposition’s spinners used to such good 
effect that scoring became difficult and we collapsed to 112 for eight by the 27th over.  

A ninth-wicket stand between Vitali and Gibbs took the score to 152 for eight before the innings 
ended after 38.1 overs at 160. With a good set of spinners Cranleigh were well equipped to take 
advantage of winning the toss and having the use of an increasingly helpful wicket. If we were to 
have mounted a real challenge one of our top four batsmen needed to have played a pathfinding 
innings to set up a chase in the final 15 overs but nobody ever got established, despite both Cheal 
and Esson getting starts.   

We are a relatively young side who played with great enthusiasm and spirit against one of the top 
sides in the competition but it is essential that we significantly improve the consistency of our run 
scoring in the top order and cut down on the level of extras we give to the other side: It could easily 
be the difference between winning and losing. We have the talent and with proper organisation and 
commitment we can mount a strong challenge in the years to come. 

Sunday July 8 - T20 Tournament at Bryanston. 

Arriving at Bryanston School for the annual Stour Cup tournament, there was a great sense of both 
anticipation and excitement among the team with it being the first game of the much-beloved 
cricket “Week”. It was decided that we would play against Canford Cygnets and Bryanston against 
Clayesmore in the first round of matches. 
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Game 1:  
Pilgrims 175-7; Canford Cygnets 116-8. Won by 59 runs. 

Pilgrims captain Fergus Taylor won the toss and, on what looked like a flat, albeit dry wicket, 
elected to bat. Taylor himself and Elliot Whiting, already notorious for averaging 5.4 on the 
previous (and his first) cricket Week, opened the batting, with the latter, naturally, taking the first 
ball. The opening batsmen went about their work in diametric opposition, with Taylor smashing 28 
off 11 balls; frustratingly for him he didn’t see much of the strike with Whiting, despite enormous 
effort, struggling to get it off the square. Whiting finally departing for a hard won 3. From 36 for 
two off 4 overs we slipped to 68 for five from 11 overs. However, Charlie Taylor rescued the 
innings with a well-struck 49. Dom Bell finished the innings well by taking 23 off the final over, 
giving us a respectable 175 for seven off our 20 overs. 

Given the fast outfields and reasonably small boundaries we knew that, while 175 was a decent 
score, we would need to bowl and field accurately to restrict Canford, last year’s tournament 
victors, to below our total. Thirteen off James Vitali’s first over was unhelpful. However, he (two 
for 21, four overs) and Andrew Nurton (nought for 23, four overs) fought back well and managed to 
get us through the powerplay without suffering too much damage. Tight bowling in the middle 
overs from Tom Minchin (one for 17, four overs), Tom Kerridge (two for 22, four overs) and Fergus 
Taylor (three for 30, four overs), coupled with a steady loss of wickets by Canford meant that the 
game was well out of the opposition’s grasp, with 59 runs required for victory from the final over. 
Interestingly, Vitali’s final over was blocked out by Canford for a maiden. We had won by 59 runs 
and were already looking forward to facing Bryanston Butterflies in the final. 

Game 2: 
Bryanston Butterflies 122; Pilgrims 125-6 (F E Taylor 67). Won by 4 wickets. 

The Pilgrims, having lost the toss, took to the field buoyed by their previous display with the ball. 
Traditionally we have not been the best of chasing sides and so we knew that it would be imperative 
to hold on to our chances and restrict Bryanston to a sub-par 140 total. Tom Minchin (one for 23, 
four overs), having impressed on his Pilgrims debut in the previous match, opened the bowling and 
set the tone with a tight first over that went for just 3. His fellow opening bowler, Andrew Nurton 
(three for 29, four overs), supported him well and, thus, following the end of the six-over powerplay 
Bryanston were 41 for two. Yet, during the middle overs Bryanston began to assert themselves in 
the game, continuing to score at a good rate, and looked in a strong position to set a decent total 
when they were 95 for four off 13 overs. However, as a result of some superb bowling from Tom 
Kerridge (two for 11, four overs) and Dominic Bell (three for 15, four overs), we managed to wrest 
back control to bowl Bryanston out for 122 in the nineteenth over. 

Once again Elliot Whiting and Fergus Taylor took to the field as the opening pair and once again 
they went about their work diametrically opposed to one another: Whiting managed to block the 
first ball of the innings before chipping to midwicket playing across the line second ball; Taylor 
took a slightly steadier approach than he did in the first match, knocking the ball around and 
anchoring for the first part of his innings before exploding in the second half, being dismissed in the 
thirteenth over for 67 from 32 balls with our total at 107 for four and the game all but won. Despite 
the loss of a further two wickets, we got over the line with four wickets intact and 3.8 overs 
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remaining. It was a comfortable victory in the end and an all-round good team performance. It was 
great to win the tournament and an excellent start to the Week. 

Monday July 9 v Sherborne Town CC at Sherborne Town. 
Sherborne Town CC 282-7; Pilgrims 287-4 (F E Taylor 106 not out, C E H Carline 51 not out). Won 
by 6 wickets. 

Having celebrated the first night of the week and our success in the T20 tournament very hard, it 
was an exceptionally tender Sherborne Pilgrims side that, having lost the toss, took to the field to 
face Sherborne Town CC in their annual (‘Weekly’) 40-40 fixture. Apart from Andrew Nurton (two 
for 31, eight overs), who took two wickets in his opening spell, we did not start well, allowing the 
Town to score freely with both sloppy bowling and fielding. It did not help that Tom Minchin, so 
effective with the ball throughout the previous day’s cricket, was at Yeovil A&E with a suspected 
(and later confirmed) broken finger. Jono Franke, standing in his place with the new ball, 
epitomised our sloppy start by going for 53 off his four overs.  

The Town were heavily on top, having already scored 200 off less than 30 overs, when Fergus 
Taylor finally forced a breakthrough by having Jamieson caught on 40 and then the following ball 
bowling Monk, their opening batsman, who had amassed 110 runs, with a well-placed and sharp-
turning googly. It was also around this point in time that Minchin returned from A&E and, despite 
his finger being in a cast, managed to take three for 49, thus enabling the Pilgrims to finish strongly 
and restricting the Town to 282 for seven from their 40 overs. 

We did not get off to the best of starts with the out of nick Elliot Whiting getting cleaned up second 
ball for 0. Pete Langly-Smith, Whiting’s opening partner, fought back with a well-struck 45 before 
nicking off. Following the departure of both debutant Ollie Clifford for 15 and Charlie Esson for 32, 
Fergus Taylor and Charlie Carline were at the crease with the Pilgrims at 113 for four requiring 170 
runs to win from 22 overs. Taylor and Carline carefully began to build a partnership, knocking the 
good balls around, running hard, and hitting the bad balls to the fence. Having constructed a solid 
foundation, both players then moved through the gears playing with increased aggression and 
expansiveness, ultimately getting the Pilgrims over the line in the 36th over: Taylor finished with an 
unbeaten 106 and Carline with 51 not out. We were probably only ahead in the game for the last ten 
overs of their batting innings, having bowled and fielded so poorly, and, therefore, certainly counted 
ourselves somewhat fortunate to have racked up another victory. That said, it was a great chase and 
the match was thoroughly enjoyed by all involved. 

Tuesday July 10 v MCC at Sherborne. 
Pilgrims 158 (A P Pusinelli 55); MCC 160-8. Lost by 2 wickets. 

As has now become tradition, we spent the Monday night of the Week up at Sherborne Town CC. In 
accordance with the previous night, the festivities were long and heavy and, thus, it was, at least at 
this point, a relief to us that Fergus Taylor won the toss and elected to bat. This relief, however, was 
somewhat short-lived: despite reaching his highest score of the week so far, Elliot Whiting, opening 
the batting again, departed for 6 and his opening partner, Charlie Esson, was bowled for 0. Harry 
Fisher, in at No 3, provided some resistance with a watchful 21, but with Nos 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 all 
falling for a total of 27, the Pilgrims found themselves in the dire position of 75 for eight after 26 
overs. It could only get better, and it did thanks to a fine partnership of 53 between Alastair 
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Pusinelli and Andrew Nurton. Will Smibert, 
despite batting with a fractured hand, played 
his part by supporting Pusinelli well and 
enabling us to reach the somewhat 
respectable total of 158. 

We were encouraged in the defence of that 
total that the wicket, a different one to the 
previous day’s run-fest, was certainly not 
the easiest surface to bat on with some 
uneven bounce and, most saliently, upon 
which the ball did not come on. We 
therefore took to the field knowing that, 
providing we bowled well and took our 
chances, this was still a game we could win. 

Pleasingly, right from the off, the standard of our bowling and feeling stood in stark opposition to 
the abject display of the previous day. Tom Minchin (one for 43, ten overs) and Andrew Nurton 
(two for 28, 13 overs) opened the bowling with much skill and control and, thus, after ten overs, we 
were very much in the game with MCC 33 for three. Fergus Taylor (three for 50, 12 overs) came on 
after the openers and started well, picking up MCC’s only first-class player in his third over. 
Although we managed to maintain our effort levels we had no luck and the situation seemed quite 
dire after 38 overs with MCC 145 for four. However, two wickets in two overs from Alastair 
Pusinelli (2 for 25, 7.3 overs) and two wickets in one over from Taylor left MCC requiring seven 
more runs for victory with two wickets in hand and a genuine possibility of an unlikely victory. 
Sadly, it wasn’t to be, and we narrowly missed out by two wickets. The fight the team showed was 
commendable and made for an incredibly exciting and enjoyable match. 

Wednesday July 11 v Old Bryanstonians at Sherborne. 
Pilgrims 269-9 (F E Taylor 87, C E H Carline 54); Bryanston Butterflies 255-8. Won by 14 runs. 

Following our first defeat of the Week to MCC 
the previous day, we arrived at the Upper 
determined to put in a good performance and get 
back to winning ways against Bryanston 
Butterflies. Fergus Taylor, seemingly to have 
turned a corner with his historic tossing issues, 
won the toss again and, just as with the previous 
day, elected to bat. We were back on Monday’s 
wicket, which we knew to be very flat, and thus 
our opening pair, Elliot Whiting and Ed Pyman, 
entered the fray knowing that it was essential for 
us to accumulate a strong total. However, things 

did not get off to a good start with the familiar 
sight of Whiting getting cleaned up for four in the sixth over. Happily, his opening partner’s 
fortunes fared better than his own with Pyman batting cautiously and anchoring the innings. This 
allowed Charlie Carline at the other end, batting at No 3 and picking up where he left off against the 
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Town, to play aggressively as he smashed his way to a fine 54 off 49 balls. He fell in the eighteenth 
over to a decent delivery from Turrill to leave us having established a strong base of 106 for two. 
Fergus Taylor came in at No 4 and, just as with Carline, played very aggressively reaching his 50 in 
32 balls. Despite wickets falling at regular intervals around him, we continued at a good rate with 
Taylor accumulating a further 37 runs, falling for 87. We finished with a very competitive 269 for 
nine from our 40 overs. 

Having chased down 284 ourselves in 40 overs on this same wicket two days previously, we knew 
that we would still have to apply ourselves well both with the ball and in the field in order to win 
the game. Andrew Nurton (nought for 36) and Alastair Pusinelli (two for 59) opened up well, 
bowling with good control, with the latter being rewarded for his endeavours by picking up a wicket 
in the seventh over to leave Bryanston 17 for one. Yet, following this early wicket, the Butterflies 
fought back well scoring at a decent rate to reach 57 for one from 12. The following over, the 
Pilgrims once again took the game by the scruff of the neck with Fergus Taylor (two for 36) taking 
two wickets in his second over to leave the Butterflies 57 for three. Despite the fact that we 
continued to take regular wickets – Charlie Taylor picking up two himself and Carline and Franke 
picking up one apiece – Bryanston managed, to a large degree, to keep up with the run rate late into 
their innings. However, Nurton and Pusinelli, returning to bowl at the death, were able to hold their 
nerve and keep Bryanston’s total to 255 for eight off their 40 overs and, thus, the Pilgrims got back 
to winning ways with a well-deserved 14 run victory in what was a good team performance with 
both bat and ball. 

Thursday July 12 v Clayesmore Cormorants at Clayesmore 
Clayesmore Cormorants 235-9 (F E Taylor 4-50); Pilgrims 209 (F E Taylor 100). Lost by 26 runs. 

Somewhat downbeat by the previous night’s football yet full of confidence from victory against 
Bryanston, we made our way to Iwerne Minster. We hadn’t lost to Clayesmore since 2013 but, 
having inspected the pitch, which was somewhat difficult to discern from the rest of the square, we 
knew that it would not be an easy day of cricket, especially with bat in hand. Fergus Taylor won the 
toss and, because of a weakened bowling attack and not wanting to be in a position where we 
needed to bowl Clayesmore out to win with this aforementioned attack, elected to bowl first.  
  
It was a frustrating start for us with the ball. Although Andrew Nurton (one for 31), who once again 
bowled with exceptional control, picked up one of their openers in his fourth over, the cricket gods 
were very much on Clayesmore’s side, as the other opening batsman managed to chip the ball with 
almost comical precision into the smallest gaps in the field in hitting a chanceful 46. This poor start 
was compounded by James Hague’s appalling drop of their professional player (Clayesmore’s head 
of cricket) on 22. Thus, Clayesmore at 66 for one from 12 overs were going well and in a strong 
position. Fergus Taylor (four for 50) and Mark Hancock wrested the game back in our favour, with 
the former picking up four wickets from his 11 overs to leave Clayesmore 166 for seven from 33 
overs at lunch. Following a truly outstanding lunch (indeed lunch was extended in order to enable 
all to tuck in sufficiently), Clayesmore came out swinging from the hip. As a result of some good 
ball striking and a fair slice of fortune, we were not able to mop up the Clayesmore tail with the 
Cormorants declaring on 235 for nine from 45 overs. On a regular deck chasing 235 in roughly 50 
overs would have presented itself as a patently achievable task, yet on the deck we were playing on, 
it was a very competitive total and would require some serious application to surpass. 
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Our chase started uncharacteristically well with Elliot Whiting and Jono Franke, who had been 
promoted to opening as a result of averaging less than 5 throughout the Week, building a solid 
partnership to leave us at 49 for no wicket from eight overs. Franke was caught on 28, bringing 
Taylor to the crease at No 3, who, after building a strong 50-run partnership with Whiting, ran his 
partner out for 27, his highest total to date on the Week. Hague, Guppy and Harden all then came 
and went quickly, registering just eight runs between them. Taylor reached his hundred in the 37th 
over before being bowled by a ball that stuck in the pitch to leave the Pilgrims 208 for nine. 
Unfortunately No 11 Hancock was dismissed the following over to leave us 26 runs short. The team 
showed a good deal of spirit to tough it out on an awful pitch upon which balls reared off a length 
and half-trackers whistled passed one’s toes but it wasn’t to be. Batting first with a more cavalier 
approach – in the sense that, no matter how watchful you were, a ball had your name on it – might 
have rendered a different result for us. We will lick our wounds and hopefully get back to winning 
ways against Clayesmore at home on the Upper next year. 

Friday July 13 v Canford Cygnets at Sherborne. 
Pilgrims 239; Canford Cygnets 160. Won by 79 runs. 

After a long week of cricket and after Thursday night, notoriously the heaviest of the Week, we 
arrived at the Upper with tender heads and bodies. Fergus Taylor, remarkably for a man who once 
lost eleven tosses in a row, won his fifth toss in seven games and, to the joy of the rest of the 
Pilgrims, elected to bat against the Cygnets in this annual 40-40 fixture. Our innings started off in 
much the same vein as it had all week, apart from the previous day’s match, with both openers 
Elliot Whiting and Hugh Willis falling early on.  

No 3 Tom Gibbs was very unlucky to be given out “strangled” down the leg side when he missed 
the ball by at least a foot. Franke, in at No 4, remained true to form in accumulating four runs and, 
with Kennedy, Guppy, F Taylor and Smibert accumulating just 67 between them, we were in a spot 
of bother on 137 for eight from 24 overs. However, it was at this point that our Nos 9 and 10, 
Andrew Nurton and Alastair Pusinelli, began the fightback. Both were aggressive and played with 
freedom and confidence, the former amassing 42 runs (not out) and the latter 35. Indeed, Pusinelli, 
in adding to the fine 50 he scored against MCC on the Tuesday, is now in danger of qualifying as an 
all rounder! That said, his and Nurton’s contributions, in conjunction with one of their bowlers 
getting the yips (eight runs from three no-balls before being taken off by the umpire), helped the 
Pilgrims to reach a respectable 239 before being bowled out in the last over. 

Given that we were 140 for eight, getting 239 was an excellent result, but we knew, having chased 
283 ourselves on Monday and having only just defended 269 on Wednesday (both in 40 overs), that 
we would have to be on the money with the ball and in the field to be victorious. Our openers 
started well: Andrew Nurton (two for 30), as he had done all week, gave us great control in the 
opening powerplay picking up a wicket in his third and fifth overs; his partner Mike Kennedy (two 
for 30) also bowled with much control and was rewarded with wickets in his first and fifth overs. 
Hugh Willis, despite not having played cricket for six years, was quick enough to attack the ball and 
run Mitchell out to leave Canford 31 for five after the first 10 overs. To Canford’s credit they fought 
back well from that desperate position to 92 for five, but thereafter it was the Pilgrims’ game with 
the rest of the six bowlers used mopping up the tail to dismiss the Cygnets for 160 and, thus, to give 
us a well-earned 79-run victory on the last day of the Week. It was a great way to finish what was 
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an outstanding cricket Week both on and off the field. Over the course of the Week we certainly 
played some good cricket, winning five out of seven matches, including the Stour Cup T20 
tournament, and had a lot of fun off the field in the pubs and up at Sherborne Town CC. I know that 
all those Pilgrims involved this year are already chomping at the bit for the next. 

Sunday July 22 v Old Wellingtonians at Crowthorne. 
Match cancelled. 

Sunday August 5 v Hampshire Hogs at Warnford. 
Hampshire Hogs 347-2 dec; Pilgrims 196 (A J Brooks 60). Lost by 151 runs. 

We took to the field having lost the toss for the fifth year running. Unfortunately, we only had seven 
players which soon increased to ten but by which time our opponents had plundered 67 off five 
overs. Our bowling improved but not sufficiently to prevent the Hogs captain and Pilgrim, Ollie 
Kelly, reaching a century (whereupon he retired). However there was no relenting in the Hogs 
pursuit of fast runs against a docile attack upon which Wakefield and Fisher (another Pilgrim) 
feasted. On Wakefield reaching the second century of the Hogs innings, the declaration was made at 
347 for two off 44.2 overs. It was a torrid session in the field, with much foot-pounding and the 
opposition batsmen seemingly able to score at will such that there was not one maiden over! 

Although we had a significant total in our sights, there were plenty of overs left in the day to score 
them on what was a very good batting deck. Things didn’t get off to the best of starts with C Taylor 
(4) middling the last ball of the first over flat at cover, who took a sharp catch. This did, however, 
bring in Brooks who counter-attacked until being caught having scored 60 off 40 balls. Wickets 
now began to tumble with resistance only coming from Pratt (45) and Whitcombe (13) who faced 
nearly 100 balls between them. In the end we were 196 all out off 41 overs. A heavy defeat indeed 
and in truth we were never competitive. Warnford is a lovely ground to play on and this 
longstanding fixture really deserves to be better supported. 
  

Sunday August 12 v Marlborough. 
Cancelled due to adverse weather conditions. 

Sunday August 19 at Harrow (T20 Tournament). 
Participants: Sherborne Pilgrims, Old Harrovians, Old Cheltonians, St Edward’s Martyrs. 

Pilgrims 166; St Edward’s Martyrs 160. Won by six runs 

We stepped into uncharted territory by featuring in not only a match, but a tournament, inside the 
London Tube network with a T20 tournament held at Harrow. In the semi-finals, we came up 
against unfamiliar opponents in St Edward’s Martyrs, with skipper for the day Charlie Carline 
winning the toss and assertively electing to bat. 

Donning yellow-blue pyjamas, youngsters Elliot Whiting and James Caldwell strode out to the 
middle to face the new pink ball, and took the game immediately to their opponent. Whiting (20), 
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an accustomed opener, displayed some 
trademark biffs through the ring, and he 
was aided by the more conventional 
stroke play of Caldwell (24). The pairing 
took the Pilgrims to 35 from the first five 
overs, but Whiting played around a 
straight one to get the Martyrs into the 
game.  

One wicket often brings two, and 
Caldwell then fell in the same fashion, 
with No 3 George Mann (3) unable to 
build an innings. Alex Rydon (13) and 
Bing Stanley (12) counter-attacked, but 
unfortunately couldn’t quite get settled to 

put us in the ascendancy. That task was 
left to the lower-middle order. 

Tom Gibbs (20) used his long levers effectively, building a solid partnership with Carline (36 not 
out). The pair rotated the strike well, with Carline not needing to be asked twice to punish anything 
a touch loose. Gibbs was the third man to be castled, but his dismissal saw the arrival of enforcer Ed 
Bonnell (18 not out) at the crease, and some late hitting from the ’10 vintage duo saw us finish on 
166 for six in uneasy conditions. 

It’s a rarity for us to take to the field with a shortage of seam options, with Alastair Pusinelli the sole 
recognised quick in the side. He shared the new ball with debutant Tom Perkins (4-0-21-1), who 
settled into the game superbly and picked up the early breakthrough, bowling the opening batsman 
with his skilful left arm orthodox spin. The majority of the bowlers were guilty of bowling too 
many extras, but once rhythm was found, as a collective they were very tough to get away. The 
extras took the pressure off the batsman, making wickets hard to come by, but the game really came 
into life after Bell (3-0-26-1) forced the second opener to hole out to Caldwell.  

This brought the St Edward’s pinch-hitter to the crease, and with two early boundaries in his first 
few deliveries, we knew we had a game on their hands. The No 4 hit five sixes, and looked to be 
taking his side to victory after being dropped twice in the deep. With the game intensifying, and the 
Pilgrims staring at defeat, Carline rolled the dice and brought on Stanley (1-0-11-1) who forced the 
batsman to sky one, with Pusinelli catching one out on the fence.  

Consistent bowling was now required for us to eye up victory, and Pusinelli (4-0-16-1) returned to 
the attack to claim the wicket he deserved, with the left-hand bat strangling one down the leg-side 
and stunningly taken by Rydon. Carline had the honours of the final over, and a nervy no-ball made 
things a lot hairier than they should have been. A couple of late boundaries meant the Martyrs got 
within six of the Sherborne score, but the boys in yellow held their nerve. 

Final: Pilgrims 128 (C E H Carline 56 not out); Old Cheltonians 129-8. Lost by two wickets. 

On to the final. While striding over to the main pitch, complete with big screen, we caught wind 
that Old Cheltonians had just bludgeoned Old Harrovians for 260-odd with a Hampshire county 
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cricketer making a ton. This was going to be a step up. Again Carline won the toss, and again he 
elected to bat. There was a change in the batting line-up this time around, with the fireworks of 
Stanley (4) supporting Whiting (8) at the top of the order. Early wickets fell, however, as the 
Pilgrims struggled to recover. Some tight bowling reduced Sherborne to 23 for four and then 53 for 
seven, and it was going to take something special to get back into the clash. 

Carline (56 not out) played a true captain’s innings, stealing quick singles and sweeping the slow 
bowlers effectively. He was running out of partners, however, with Caldwell (12) the only offering 
of support until No 10 Bell (21). The tailender bludgeoned a six off a free-hit to give Sherborne 
something to cheer about, with Carline providing some late frustration for the Cheltonian bowlers, 
taking his side to a slightly competitive 128 for nine.  

The class of the opposition was clear to see from early on in their innings, as they looked to make a 
positive start. Sherborne bowled far fewer extras this time around, but the Cheltenham batsmen 
were well poised, manipulating decent deliveries into boundaries. Sherborne didn’t cover 
themselves in glory with their catching once again, poles apart from Cheltenham who took all seven 
of theirs.  

The breakthrough came from the on-loan Stanley, who produced a laser throw direct hit from the 
edge of the ring, to give the Pilgrims a glimmer of hope. This glimmer would soon grow into ray, 
with Bell (4-0-22-2) relishing the chance to bowl at the new batsman, bowling the No 3 and then 
having the next man caught by that man Stanley. 

At 80 for four, Cheltenham still had the clear advantage, but a typical “Sherby squeeze” made the 
opposition fluster. Perkins (4-0-34-3) came back into the attack and continued his form, claiming 
the set opener bowled, and then having the next two batsmen stumped and bowled respectively.  

For the first time, the OCs were under pressure, but a few strokes from Cheltenham’s Hampshire 
man Oliver Soames brought the scores level. Not to be defeated, Ed Bonnell claimed a leg-before to 
finally earn his first wicket of the day due to a number of dropped catches. With Cheltenham only 
having ten men, only two further wickets were required, but to epitomise our up-and-down day, a 
wide ball gave the victory and tournament to the opposition. 

Sunday September 3 v Eton Ramblers at Eton. 
Eton Ramblers 238-8 (J C Vitali 4-32); Pilgrims 239-9 (C A L Leach 68, G A B Ellwood 52). Won 
by 1 wicket. 

We finished the 2018 season on a high note with a tense final wicket victory against the Ramblers, 
in what is proving to be the most dramatic fixture in the calendar year-on-year. The toss was lost on 
a glorious September’s day, but we soon had the early initiative. Alastair Pusinelli (two for 20) 
struck with his first ball of the day, the seventh of the innings, with the opening batsman flaying his 
arms outside off stump, for Max Ritchie to take the simplest of catches behind the stumps. 

The metronomic James Vitali (four for 32) then got in on the act, with the left-arm seamer taking 
the other opening batsman’s edge, with Henry Rydon showing a sharp pair of hands in the slip 
cordon. Two further wickets for Vitali, one bowled and another catch taken by Rydon, had the 
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Ramblers reeling at 32 for four, but they fought back strongly. E Matley (70) laid into our slower 
bowlers, and on a fast outfield on a baking day, it didn’t take long before the scoreboard began to 
tick over. 

James Francis picked up a leg-before to have the opposition 88 for five, but this brought O Hunt 
(66) to the crease, who began to match his batting partner’s stroke play. The ball was now regularly 
going to the boundary, with the pair both reaching their half-centuries and putting on 82 for the 
sixth wicket. Rydon (one for 52) finally cracked Hunt, who was spectacularly caught by Charlie 
Taylor, making up for an earlier drop off his own bowling.Vitali and Pusinelli retuned into the 
attack to pick up another wicket each as the Eton tail began to throw the bat. A passive declaration 
finally came, with the Ramblers reaching 209 for eight off 50 overs, leaving us with just 36 overs to 
try to chase down the score. 

The tardy George Ellwood (52) strode out to the middle alongside Francis (13), getting us off to 
perfect start with four consecutive boundaries from the opening bowler. Ellwood had clearly ruffled 
feathers with the bowler ejected from the attack during his next over due to exceeding his beamer 
limit, with his replacement then suffering the same fate just two overs later. When Francis fell to N 
Harrington (six for 51), we were still in a great position at 65 for one, with a nice cameo from Fred 
Cave (26) pushing the score along. The dismissal of Ellwood didn’t really change things, with 
Charlie Leach (68) carrying on from where his team-mate left off, with the run chase now very 
much on the cards. 

At 171 for three, we were very much the favourites, but soon we descended to 175 for five, 205 for 
six and then dramatically 231 for nine as Harrington ripped through our middle and lower order, 
angling the ball down the slope to great effect during his 14 overs. George Atkins (17 not out) 
managed to drag us across the line, despite the loss of three wickets for no runs. Atkins was joined 
by No 11 batsman Vitali (5 not out), with the two left-handers managing to nullify the slope and 
claim the victory. 

Fergus Taylor 

RUGBY 2018-19 

Sunday September 22 v Merlins at Richmond RFC. 
Lost 43-33. 

We opened the 2018-19 season with a closely-contested match against Merlins RFC in Barnes, with 
a squad group spanning ten Sherborne year groups. A Pilgrims kick-off into the wind was followed 
up by a head-first crunching tackle from Chip Zimmer, resulting in perhaps one of rugby’s quickest 
concussions, just 15 seconds into the game (it wasn’t all too bad as a certain George North sent 
Chip a personalised best wishes message). The game resumed and the points came flooding in. An 
opportunistic chip over a high Merlins line from Ben Nott (the youngest member of the team and 
debutant) was followed up and touched down by the man himself, who then duly converted. 
Unfortunately, Merlins bounced back immediately and an interception try from one of their centres 
cancelled out our lead. Much of the remainder of the game was played in the middle of the park but 
the more organised Merlins unit targeted some gaps in the Pilgrims defence and we were forced to 
play catch-up. Although the game resulted in a 43-33 loss, positive signs of things to come were 
evident, especially among some of the younger team members. 
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Sunday October 14 v East India Club at Wasps FC 
Won 26-12 

We arrived at a fairly sodden Wasps FC with just about a full complement of players. After a brief 
warm-up captured on the brand new Pilgrims Instagram account, we took to the field and took a 7-0 
lead within five minutes off the back of some slick interplay from the backs, finished off by Nick 
Holding-Parsons burrowing over. Another try apiece soon followed, leaving the match in the 
balance heading towards half-time, when Richard Bucklow finished off a fine move of the base of 
the scrum started by Henry Reynolds (try of the season so far), allowing us to open up a 12-point 
cushion at the break. The weather deteriorated in the second half and the game became scrappier as 
a result, but the win was never in doubt and, although scraping the barrel in terms of both fitness 
and players, we rounded off a 26-12 victory with a try from Hugh Willis. 

Friday February 22 v Old Bryanstonians at Rosslyn Park RFC. 
Lost 29-5. 

Friday night under lights at a traditional rugby ground in South London proved a winning formula 
in terms of the level of support it attracted both on and off the field. The opposition are quite 
capable of turning out a strong side and on this occasion they had a particularly powerful back 
division which our defence did well to resist for much of the game. On the other hand, on this 
occasion, we were lacking sufficient pace and power to threaten their try line and the margin of 
victory was a fair reflection of the game. Nevertheless a hugely successful occasion and one which 
deserves repetition. 

Italy Tour March 15 to 17. 
Saturday March 16 v Arnold Rugby at Rome. 
Won 65-28. 

After successful trips around the UK, Ireland and Madrid, anticipation was high for this year’s 
Pilgrims rugby tour, particularly given the destination was the home of fine wine, pizza, carbonara 
and divine cheese. The weekend once again conveniently fell on the final round of the Six Nations 
and much like the England team, the Pilgrims were hopeful of a fruitful campaign. Unlike the 
national side, our rugby boys got the job done on and off the pitch. 

Full of energy we travelled safely to Italy, 
with that evening enjoyed in true Sherborne 
fashion. Game day was the following 
morning, with a few sore heads being 
endured before the big match against 
Arnold Rugby, none more so than that of 
Phil Anscombe, even with his executive 
suite for the night.    

The cobwebs were blown out in the opening 
five minutes of the clash, and after a 
hamstrung Hugh Willis failed to cross the 
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whitewash, it was fittingly Anscombe who first got 
over the line. This cued a flurry of scores for the 
Pilgrims who led 28-0 after the first period, and a 
mention must go to club captain James Capel who 
went on to pick up a hat trick. Arnold were allowed 
back in it in the closing stages as the Pilgrims 
suffered from fatigue and injury in the near 
Mediterranean conditions. Ed Bonnell and Jack Lyons 
showed their finishing skills with a couple of scores 
each, but spare a thought for our propping pair of 
Henry Ritchie and George Syradd-Chown who battled 
hard in the heat, and were rewarded by some fabulous scores of their own. The Pilgrims went on to 
claim a 65-28 victory.  Arnold showed us great hospitality, putting on their finest pasta and Peroni’s 
for a cultural match tea. Bathed in the sunshine and surrounded by ancient ruins, the setting was 
pretty spectacular. After some much-needed food, we descended upon the local Irish bar to watch 
the Six Nations action, with England’s near capitulation only adding fuel to the fire for the evening. 
‘Order’ was restored, as the boys enjoyed what the city had to offer before the trip back to Blighty. 
Upon reflection, “when in Rome, do as the Shirburnians do” isn’t a bad mantra to live by. (Tour 
Report by Alastair Pusinelli). 

Charlie Leach 

HOCKEY 2018-19 

Sunday September 23, Haileybury Sixes Annual Tournament 

Once again we entered the Haileybury 6’s hockey tournament on a rainy day at up at Haileybury 
School. Great start with 4 wins in a row and a draw in the fifth. Sadly most teams didn’t have 
keepers this year, but that didn’t stop some exceptional goals from our very own Will Selfe. Why 
run the ball in when you can reverse hit strike it from the top of the D! For the first time in five 
years playing at Haileybury, we actually made it to lunch with games needing to be played after 
lunch, going into the semi-final as the top seed. Sadly I think the lunch got the better of us, as we 
lost both games after lunch finishing fourth. A strong effort though, and a much-improved 
performance from previous years! Great performances throughout the day from Will Selfe, Ed 
Bacon and Jamie Guerin. 

Sunday January 6 v Old Radleians at Radley 
Drawn 4-4. 

A thrilling game against new opponents Radley. Our first game of 2019 was slightly too close to 
Christmas than some would have liked. With only one reserve there were certainly a few cobwebs 
that needed dusting. Surprisingly we took a 1-0 lead after ten minutes thanks to a well-executed 
pass from Bonnell that was finished by Smibert. This lead unfortunately didn’t last long as Radley 
put three in before half-time. 

We came out firing after a stern half-time talk from Guerin and Selfe. People seemed more up for 
listening to the later speech for some reason. After a goal each from Selfe and Smibert, Guerin 
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pulled off an absolute blinder of a 
goal that he had absolutely no right to 
score; a fine strike from wide of the 
D, to the top right of the goal. So we 
took a 4-3 lead with ten minutes to go. 
With one man down, we were running 
on empty, while Radley were rotating 
their squad of 15. There was only so 
long we could hold out and a goal 
from their striker levelled the score to 
4-4 with two minutes to play. Final 
whistle shortly followed with a fair 
result for either side. An outstanding 
performance came from George 
Ellwood, who absolutely ran the 
midfield throughout the game. 

Sunday March 10 2019 v The School at Sherborne. 
Lost 3-2. 

The annual Pilgrims weekend back at Sherborne is always one to have in the diary with the Club’s 
Spring Supper on the Saturday night, followed by games against the School the next morning. With 
a few headaches to shift, we started well scoring early against the School. Our first half effort was 
hampered by a hailstorm battering our forward attacks but it didn’t stop some good performances 
from George Ellwood and Jack Humphries. It was great to have an old face in Beanie Isles back on 
the Hughie Holmes as well after a few years ‘taking some time out of the much-loved game’ (or a 
bad knee injury). It was a super game all in all, with the score at 2-2 going into the last minute. 
Sadly the boys’ fitness showed slightly and a quick centre forward slipped our solid defence to 
score a last-minute winner. This was the first win for the School in a few years so some off-season 
training needed to get us back to winning ways!  

Will Smibert 

FOOTBALL 2018-19 

‘Second season syndrome’ is a phrase commonly applied to teams that have a mediocre second 
season following a stellar debut. I am pleased to report that this was not the case for the Pilgrims 
football team! In fact, to the contrary, it is safe to say that we are now an established force in the 
Arthurian League.  

The season got off to a flier, with the team losing just two of the first ten games, remaining 
unbeaten for the vast majority of 2019. Significant victories against a number of sides higher up in 
the league pyramid allowed the Pilgrims to enjoy lengthy cup runs, getting to the semi-finals of two 
cups (Junior League Cup and the David Woolcott Trophy and the last 16 of the Arthur Dunn Cup 
(akin to Cricketer Cup and the Halford Hewitt).  
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There have been two main differences between this season and last. Firstly, improved continuity in 
selection has allowed partnerships to blossom, and the team is now a cohesive unit that is hard to 
break down. Secondly, with the experience of the first season under their belt, the team are now 
comfortable defending a lead and continue to play football instead of parking the bus and waiting  

for the inevitable to happen. This new approach paid clear dividends with a significantly improved 
goal difference compared to last season. 

The newfound maturity saw the Pilgrims end the season top of the league with 29 points from a 
possible 36. Ordinarily this would mean automatic promotion, however, as per last season, there 
was a nerve-jangling play-off to get through before the celebrations could begin. The play-off semi-
final came against the Old Albanians who were comfortably disposed of 3-1. This took the side to 
the final, against Division 5 North winners Old Kimboltians. There ensued a convincing 3-0 victory 
giving the Pilgrims their first silverware as part of the Arthurian League. 
  
During the 2018-19 season the Pilgrims managed to introduce several youngsters to the team. 
Despite the step up in in standard, all acquitted themselves well, with special mention to Tom De 
Wesselow and Dom Prest who showed excellent commitment and became regular starters over the 
course of the season. It is clear that there is now a conveyor belt of talent emanating from DT9 and 
we look forward to welcoming new players next season. Special mention should also go to skipper 
Christian Maclaren, who missed only one game the entire season, and was always the heartbeat of 
the team, providing plenty of goals and ample amounts of encouragement (at least that is what he 
calls it!) throughout the season. 

Golden Boot: Freddie Jacobsen - 16. 
Golden Glove: Tom Atkins – 2 clean sheets. 
Top Assists: Christian Maclaren - 15. 
Results (all matches): Played 27; Won 19; Drawn 2; Lost 6. 
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2018 
Sept 3      Old Kings Scholars (friendly): Lost 5-0. 
Sept 15   Old Wykehamists: Won 8-2. 
Sept 29   Old Amplefordians: Drawn 1-1. 
Oct 6       Old Suttonians: Won 4-1. 
Oct 13       Old Westminsters: Won 3-1. 
Nov 10    Old Kingstonians: Drawn 5-5. 
Nov 17    Old Amplefordians: Won 3-1. 
Nov 24    Old Berkhamstedians: Lost 4-2. 
Dec 1    Old Kimboltians: Won 3-1. 
Dec 8    Old Kings Scholars: Won 1-2. 
Dec 15    Old Westminsters (ADC): Lost 3-2. 
2019 
Jan 4   Old Citizens (JLC): Won 4-2. 
Jan 12   Old Kingstonians: Won 3-4. 
Jan 19   Old Chigwellians (DWT):Won 4-1. 
Jan 26   King’s College Wimbledon (2nd Round JLC): Won 0-1. 
Feb 9   Old Berkhamstedians: Won 3-0. 
Feb 16   Old Epsomians(JLC): Won (2-2 FT then Pen 3-1). 
Feb 23   Old Westminsters: Won 10-3. 
March 2  Old Kings Scholars (DWT): Won 1-0. 
March 10  The School: Lost 2-0. 
March 16  Old Etonians (JLC semi final): Lost. (1-1 FT then 4-2 AET). 
March 18  Old Kings Scholars: Won 3-0. 
March 23  Old Harrovians (DWT Quarter-final):Won (1-1 FT then 4-2 Pen). 
March 30  Old Wykehamists: Won 1-0. 
April 6   Old Albanians (Division 5 Play-offs: Won 3-1. 
April 13  Old Alleynians AFC (DWT Semi-final): Lost 5-0. 
May 11   Old Kimboltians (Division 5 Play-off Final): Won 3-0. 

George Atkins 

FIVES 2018-19 

Saturday February 2 2019 v The School. 
Won 373-195 
A mixture of current pupils and staff, as well as a few ex-staff, took on an extremely strong Pilgrims 

team. We brought some of the very best fives players from 
the past 30 years, including a number of national 
champions. However, despite our strength, the four boys 
involved were a great credit to the School. Harry Le 
Maistre and Will Barker used their tricky serves and 
powerful shots to good effect, while Harry Harvey and 
Benedict Mercer showed they were comfortable in a rally 
with the best that the Pilgrims had to offer.  It was a match 
which lasted three and a half hours and some pairs played 
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ten games, when five would be more standard for a school match. The overall score was perhaps 
inevitably a comfortable win for the Pilgrims. 
  

Nick Scorer 
SQUASH 2018-19 

We lost to Old Norvicensians (Norwich), a very strong team, in the first round of the Londonderry 
Cup. We then went through to the Plate competition and had to concede to Old Cranleighans, a 
shame as we had a decent team lined up until we were plagued by last-minute injuries. 

Will Pope 
TENNIS 2018 

On May 13 2018, we narrowly lost 5-4 against the School. We won the fixture against Sherborne 
Tennis Club at Commem 5-3. In 2019 we are once again competing in the D’Abernon Cup then 
against the School (hopefully on Saturday of the OS weekend) and then against Sherborne Tennis 
Club at Commem. 

James Sewry 

CROSS COUNTRY 2018-19 

The season started with the Wimbledon Alumni Race on December 15 when we were looking to 
retain the Trophy for a fourth consecutive year but unfortunately on this occasion we could only 
manage fourth overall. However, special mention has to go to Robert Kerr (1st, V60), Harry Lane 
(2nd, Open), and all of the vet teams (V60-1st, V50 & V40- 2nd). We then managed to pull together 
a team for the Hyde Park Relays, finishing in a very respectable 18th place. On March 2 2019 the 
Sherborne Trophy took place when Jordan Berry came in an excellent second. 

Harry Reynolds 

OLD SHIRBURNIAN GOLFING SOCIETY 2018-19 

Alba Trophy 2018 
Jos Pralle and Ed Kelly represented the OSGS  in the 2018 Alba Trophy. On a baking hot day at 
Woking they squandered many chances on the greens and eventually finished a disappointing T8th. 

Mellin Salver 2018 
Progress was made this year but still no trophies.  We reached the semi-final of the Mellin (over 
55s) for the third successive year and the final of the Peter Burles (over 65s) but lost in both cases. 

Our sole pair in the Bunny Millard (over 75s) comprised Mike Jerrom and John Irving who sadly 
were not able to qualify for the knockout stage but stayed to give welcome support to our two teams 
in the Mellin and Burles events. 

In the Burles the school was represented by Mark Cannon Brookes and John Youngman (top pair) 
and Mike Falconer and Alan Gale (second pair).  The team had a relatively straightforward win by 
2/0 in the first round against Cranleigh and in the second round against Mill Hill the top pair won 
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again while the second pair succumbed on the 17th.  Our top pair then managed to win the deciding 
sudden-death play-off by dint of two excellent shots to the difficult 18th hole. 

On the following day the top pair played poorly and lost against Bradfield but the second pair saved 
the day by struggling to a narrow win. Once again our top pair were selected for the play-off and 
again prevailed at the first extra hole. 

In the final on the third day we met Oundle – perhaps still smarting from their defeat by us in the 
first round last year.  Mike Falconer was not able to play and his place was taken by David 
Dinkeldein.  Neither of our two pairs played as well as they can and needed to against a strong 
opposing team and we were beaten 2-0. Nevertheless reaching the final for the first time for many 
years was something of an achievement. 

So to the Mellin itself in which the Sherborne team comprised Chris Nevill and Nigel Whalley (top 
pair), Rhys Francis and Simon Buchanan (second pair) and Michael Farley with Andrew Rose (third 
pair).  We defeated Cranleigh in the first round, the second and third pairs winning reasonably 
comfortably and the top pair halving their match.  During the second round against Mill Hill, 
Andrew Rose was unfortunately taken ill and had to withdraw so that we conceded the third match. 
However, our second pair won comfortably while the top pair gave away a good lead through 
wayward putting but eventually just managed to win on the last green. 

Rose was not able to play in the semi-final and he was replaced by John Youngman (who then had 
to play in both the Mellin semi-final and in the Burles final on the same day).  Shrewsbury were 
formidable opponents and we had lost to them several times in recent years.  On this occasion it 
seemed that the result might go the other way when the top and third pairs were both leading at the 
turn. Indeed our top pair went on to win by 3 and 2 while the second pair lost by the same margin.  
Thus all depended on the third match in which we regrettably lost six successive holes on the back 
nine – partly through our own mistakes but also because the opposition played very well – and we 
also lost by 3 and 2 and the whole match by 2 and 1.  A disappointing outcome when we had a real 
chance of beating Shrewsbury who went on to win the Salver for the sixth time in nine years. 

The golf course at West Hill was again in excellent condition in spite of the heatwave and drought 
which had persisted for two months and, to the relief of the players, the greens were slightly less 
slick than usual.  But they always present a challenge and good putting remains the key to winning 
matches at West Hill. 

John Youngman 

Brent Knoll 2018 
(a) v Burnham & Berrow GC. Won 2 ½ to ½ . (b) v Old Tauntonians. Lost ½  to 2 ½ . 

The sun was shining on Friday afternoon for the practice round. Despite being under snow the 
previous weekend the course was in remarkable condition with dry fairways and a fast smooth 
putting surface that most of us had not seen for many months. At the Friday evening draw we were 
picked to play a team from Burnham Golf Club who had replaced Marlborough at the last minute. 

No one was quite sure who would be playing for Burnham but they produced a team of steady 
golfers with plenty of Local knowledge and the result was a very close match. 
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In the top match Whalley and Gillett were playing quite well but struggling to hole any putts. In the 
end a great second shot to the middle of the 18th green from Gillett produced a 4 to win the match 1 
up. Aubin and Elliot-Square also won their match 1 up on the final hole. In the third match Kelly 
and Irving were two down with five to play but recovered to all square on the 18th with the 
opposition in trouble on the left. Another unbeaten result for the Kelly-Irving pair. 

We had taken seven players for the Brent Knoll this year and so to give everyone a game we 
changed the team around. Aubin volunteered to rest and Fricker who had spent some time on the 
practice ground was brought back in. Playing against Taunton we put Kelly and Irving out top, to 
set them a challenge and give them the chance to finish their match.  They took to the challenge 
with both guns blazing and hit every green in regulation and finished the match level par on the 15th 
hole.  Fricker had still not got his game back to previous from and despite the coaching from Gillett 
could not quite bring in a result and they lost 2 and 1.  Whalley and Elliot-Square started well but 
the captain put his second shot in the water at the 7th and followed on with a drive into the stream 
on the 8th. However, a recovery and then a wonderful short pitch from the right of the 8th green went 
straight into the hole for a five and brought hope back.  It was short-lived as Taunton then holed 
from 30 feet for a birdie four and carried on putting us off the course to lose 3 and 2. 

Nigel Whalley 
  
Halford Hewitt 2019  

After several trials we arrived in Deal with a squad of twelve golfers. Haileybury were our first 
round opponents and we expected a tough match. This year saw the return of the Martin brothers, 
who replaced Aubin and Brown who were unavailable. Nigel Whalley and Phil Hodges were the 
reserves for the first round and looking forward to play as we progressed.  

In the practice round we had experienced a very unusual wind which blew across the course straight 
from Scandinavia, thus making each hole very difficult rather than the straight out, straight into 
usual Deal wind. Many had never been so cold on a golf course. As we arrived for our afternoon 
first round game on Thursday conditions were the same. After studying the history of the 
Haileybury pairs a pattern was clear as to how they played and I picked our team accordingly.  

Francis and Kelly were selected as 1st pair, which is where they like to play. Rhys Francis responds 
well to a challenge which they certainly had with Rupert Kellock who is one of the best senior 
golfers in the UK. Despite a slow round and some good golf the match was all square after the 18th. 
Off they set into extra holes followed by Pralle and Martin P who despite coming back on the back 
nine to stand 1 up on the 18th tee failed to get up and down and finished all square as well. At this 
stage Elliot-Square and Irving had lost 6 and 5 to their strongest pair and Cousins and Gillett had 
retaliated by winning 3 and 1 again Rob Bonallack and Songaila. As the top two pairs want into 
extra holes it was therefore 1-1 with the Sherborne fifth pair of Curtis and Martin C one up. Another 
tight Halford Hewitt match.  

As always Rhys Francis, who has the best play-off record in the Halford Hewitt of all time (90%) 
came through at the 21st hole, taking us to 2 and 1. Sadly Curtis and Martin C had lost at the 18th, 
despite having won the first three holes of their match. So at 2-2 it was down to Pralle and Martin P. 
The 19th was halved in regulation fours, then on to the 20th which had played tough all week and 
was straight into the wind. On the tee whilst taking a practice swing Martin P’s back went into 
spasm providing a weak drive down the right. Pralle hitting a strong three-wood from a poor lie 
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allowed Sherborne to halve the hole in five as Martin P holed from nine feet for the half. Down the 
21st Pralle drove up the right-hand side by the beach and it took two shots to get back on the 
fairway and with the opponents making a regulation five we shook hands.  

Peter Martin 

SCHOOL CRICKET 2018 

Played 13, Won 8, Lost 5. 
April 21 King’s Taunton 351-8; Sherborne 94. Lost by 257 runs. 
April 28 Sherborne 257-4; Marlborough 194-6. Won by 63 runs. 
May 1 Sherborne 107; King’s Taunton 108-1. Lost by 9 wickets. 
May 3 Sherborne 142-6; Millfield 96-8. Won by 46 runs. 
May 8 Mount Kelly 153-5; Sherborne 105-9. Lost by 48 runs. 
May 12 Sherborne 294; Pilgrims 156. Won by 138 runs. 
May 17 Bryanston 131-8; Sherborne 132-7.Won by 3 wickets 
May 19 Sherborne 176; Taunton 177-8. Lost by 2 wickets. 
June 9 Sherborne 240; Clifton 199. Won by 41 runs. 
June 16 Sherborne 282-6; Canford 109. Won by 173 runs. 
June 22 MCC 232-8; School 147. Lost by 85 runs. 
June 23 Blundell’s 107; Sherborne 108-3. Won by 7 wickets. 
June 30 Sherborne 162; Pilgrims 119. Won by 43 runs. 

Batting: H S Fisher 477 at 43.36, C R Millar 398 at 36.10, L H McLaughlin 315 at 28.63, P J R Reynolds 
244 at 18.76, S W H Pope 210 at 17.50. 
Bowling: T F C Clark 12 at 15.50, G F D Whipple 17 at 16.41, T C Perkins 17 at 20.76, J E B Walliker 18 at 
22.00, P J R Reynolds 12 at 25.83,  J A M Pyman 14 at 25.85. 

There were some great successes on the cricket pitch in 2018 and with nine or more teams for block 
fixtures there have been plenty of opportunities for all cricketers to get a game. The 1st XI recorded 
excellent wins against Marlborough, Bryanston, Millfield, Clifton, Canford and Blundell’s and 
when the batting went well they looked a formidable side. There are now five different names up on 
the honours board in the Upper Pavilion for 2018 with three different centurions and two bowlers 
claiming three five-wicket hauls between them. India Tour: Over October half-term 2018 36 boys 
accompanied by five members of staff enjoyed a fabulous tour of India’s “golden triangle”. 
Alongside a total of 15 fixtures (nine for cricket, six for hockey) they visited a number of cultural 
sites including Mahatma Gandhi’s Shrine, the Agra Fort, the second largest mosque in the world 
and the Taj Mahal. On the pitch there were three wins in each sport. All the players learnt a great 
deal from the experience and many of them have made significant improvements to their game 
which we hope to see taken forward into the 2019 season. 

Andy Nurton 

SCHOOL CRICKET FIXTURES 2019 

Sat Apr 27 Marlborough (a)    Sat May 16 Taunton (a) 
Tues Apr 30 Wellington (a)     Sat June 8 Clifton (a) 
Thurs May 2 Millfield (h)      Sat June 15 Canford (h) 
Tues May 7 Taunton (a)     Fri June 21 MCC (h) 
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Thurs May 9 Bruton (h)     Sat June 22 Blundell’s (h) 
Thurs May 16 Bryanston (a)     Sat June 29 Pilgrims (h)    

SCHOOL RUGBY 2018 

Played 13, Won 7, Lost 6 (For 277, Against 235). 

The XV enjoyed a successful 2018 season not just in the results against other schools but also in the 
challenging and enjoyable mid-week training sessions. Whilst rugby at Sherborne remains hugely 
popular, other schools are seemingly finding it difficult to encourage participation which led to a 
number of fixtures having to be cancelled.  

Chris Smith 

SCHOOL 1st XV RUGBY FIXTURES 2019 

Sat Sept 7 v Bishop Wordsworth’s (tbc) 
Sat Sept 14 v Radley (h) 
Sat Sept 28 v Marlborough (a) 
Sat Oct 5 v Abingdon (a) 
Sat Oct 12 v Millfield (a) 
Sat Oct 19  v Bryanston (h)  
Sat Nov 9 v  Clifton (h) 
Thurs Nov 21 v Canford (a) 
Sat Nov 30 v  Cheltenham (h) 

SCHOOL HOCKEY 2019 

Played 13, Won 8, Drawn 1, Lost 4 (For 44, Against 31). 

2019 was a superb hockey season for all the Sherborne teams with success across the board both in 
terms of results and also performances. Of special note were exploits by the 1st XI squad, who 
reached the National finals of the under-18 Vase competition. The squad travelled to Lee Valley 
(Olympic Park) in late April and gave a clear indication of the strength of Sherborne hockey on the 
national stage. Several players were involved in performance squads and others play in the various 
county squads. 

Alex Hayes 

SCHOOL FOOTBALL 2018-19 

This was a great year for Sherborne football. Our Michaelmas development team once again 
participated in the football Wessex Independent schools League and incredibly were crowned 2018 
League champions. 
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Before the start of the Lent term and therefore the commencement of the main footballing term, two 
squads comprising 30 boys enjoyed a hugely productive pre-season tour to Valencia. They received  
coaching sessions from Valencia CF, and experienced a La Liga match at the Mestalla Stadium. 

The Lent term saw more than 250 boys opting for football. We therefore had 14 representative 
teams in 122 competitive scheduled fixtures throughout the term. The five senior teams performed 
very well. The 1st XI built on the success they had in the Michaelmas term, with Harry Fisher their 
talisman finishing the season having scored 29 goals in all competitive games: a remarkable 
achievement. Unfortunately the eagerly awaited 1st XI match against the Pilgrims team had to be 
cancelled this year due to a thick layer of snow which adorned the Upper. 

Jon-Paul Manning  
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SHERBORNE PILGRIMS CLUB  
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT  
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31 2019 

General Fund     2019   2018 
             £         £   £ 
Income     
Subscriptions        5,855   5,250 
Donations     52,998*   1,538 
Interest income          412      418 
        59,265   7,206 
Expenditure 
Booklet and website       792      852 
Corporation tax              79      406 
Cricket      3,698   2,385 
Cross Country        440        60 
Fives             0        60 
Football      3,614   1,500 
Hockey             0   1,155 
Rugby      2,600   3,612 
Squash         201      210 
Tennis             0        30 
        (11,424)   (10,243) 
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year      47,841     (3,037) 
        ———-   ——— 
          89,309     41,468 
        ———-   ——— 
General Fund at April 1         41,841     44,405 
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year      47,841     (3,037) 
        ————   ————- 
General Fund at March 31       89,309        41,468  
        ————   ————- 

BALANCE SHEET AT MARCH 31 2019 
        2019    2018 
            £        £ 
Cash at bank      89,309      43,726 
Corporation tax payable              406 
Fixture expenses to be reimbursed   ______    (1,852) 
        89,309     41,468  
Represented by:                                   
General fund      89,309    41,468  
        ———    ———  
* donations include a legacy from Charles Eglington of £50,000 received in February 2019. 

   I have examined the books and papers of the Sherborne Pilgrims Club presented to me and report 
that the attached Income and Expenditure account for the year ended March 31, 2019 and the 
balance sheet at that date are in accordance with this information.       
                                                                                                                 JDV Wheatley. 
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THE SHERBORNE PILGRIMS COMMITTEE 2019 

PRESIDENT 

E P J F Lyons 

VICE-PRESIDENTS 

R A Rydon 

A Kardooni 

TRUSTEES 

J P Hargrove, A D Leakey and E P J F Lyons 

COMMITTEE 

Retiring 2019    Retiring 2020   Retiring 2021 

T H G Carr    H C K Archer   R Hands 
D A R Guy    J C Harden   P J Lough 
N M Lamb    J A J Moubray   A D Nurton 
A A Pusinelli    J P Snudden   G C S Brooking 
S M Rees Williams   F E Taylor 
W M Smibert    J Vitali 
    

HON SECRETARY     HON TREASURER 
J J Powe         J D V Wheatley 
07805 959038 (M) 
jonathanpowe56@gmail.com  

EDITOR 
R Hands 
07876 653874 (M) 
robert.hands@news.co.uk 
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FOUNDER 
G M Carey 

  PRESIDENTS     TRUSTEES   
1923-27 Nowell C Smith   1923-27 G M Carey 
1927-32 W H Game    1923-28 Nowell C Smith 
1932-52  C F Stanger-Leathes   1928-48 A H Trelawny-Ross 
1952-55 A H Trelawny-Ross   1928-42 P E H Parry-Jones 
1955-58 J A Tallent, CBE, TD   1946-59 B Pickering Pick, CBE  
1958-61 D C D Ryder    1948-59 A H Moberly, DSO 
1961-64 M E K Westlake   1959-67 C R Hopwood 
1965-67 R Eglington    1959-99 J A Tallent, CBE, TD 
1970-73 J D Watney    1967-2018 C R J Eglington 
1973-76 D F R Evans, TD   1986-2010 J A Watney 
1976-79 A A E Morgan    1999-  J P Hargrove 
1979-80 R H Whiteway    2010-  A D Leakey, CMG, CVO, CBE 
1981-84 D I T Wilson, MBE   2018-  E P J F Lyons   
1984-88 M R G Earls-Davis      
1988-91 C R J Eglington     HON SECRETARIES  
1991-94 J A Watney      (and up to 1966 Hon Treasurer) 
1994-97 P R D Gould    1923-35 N H E Partridge  
1997-2000 J P Hargrove    1935-50 D C D Ryder   
2000-03 G P Gent    1950-54 J S W Lush 
2003-2006 D C Watney    1954-72 M R G Earls-Davis   
2006-09 P J Lough    1972-88 C R J Eglington   
2009-12 H C K Archer    1988-2000 G P Gent    
2012-17 A D Leakey CMG, CVO, CBE 2000-07 C R J Eglington 
2017-  E P J F Lyons    2007-17 E P J F Lyons    
       2017-  J J Powe   
     
         HON TREASURERS 
       1966-86 J C Alan Smith 
       1986-2014 R H Green 
       2014-  J D V Wheatley 

Vice-Presidents who did not serve as President: 
1923-27 G M Carey    1964-70 R F W Leonard, MBE 
1927-48 L C Powys    1970-73 M S Glennie 
1935-48 N H E Partridge   1981-87 J C Foot 
1955-64 W E Tucker, CVO, TD  2009-15 E D Fursdon 
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RULES 

1. The Club shall be called “The Sherborne Pilgrims”. 

2. All OS who are members of the OS Society shall be entitled to apply for membership. 
Members of staff who are members of the OS Society may be invited to become an honorary 
member. 

3. With the exception of honorary members, who shall pay no subscription, all new members 
shall pay a life subscription, which shall be determined by the Committee. 

4. The Objectives of the Club are to promote and encourage all forms of OS sport, and to keep 
members in touch with one another and with the School. It is the responsibility of any person 
playing for the Club in any sport to have in place adequate public liability insurance cover. 

5. The Officers of the Club shall be the President, who shall hold the office for three years, two 
Vice-Presidents, the immediate Past President, three Trustees, the Honorary Treasurer and an 
Honorary Secretary, if appointed. 

6. The Committee shall be the Officers of the Club; two representatives from the School staff, up 
to 18 ordinary members, and such others as may be co-opted. A co-opted member shall be 
subject to annual reappointment. 

7. Ordinary members of the Committee shall retire after three years’ service, but are eligible for 
re-election. 

8. The Club bank shall be the Sherborne branch of the NatWest Bank. 

9. All investments shall be held in the name of a regulated nominee company, or in the name of 
the Trustees. 

10. The financial year end shall be March 31. An income and expenditure account, together with a 
balance sheet, shall be produced for approval at the AGM. 

11. A Committee meeting shall be properly convened on two weeks’ notice and be quorate with 
five or more members present. 

12. In exceptional circumstances the Committee shall have the right to refuse an application for 
membership. 
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SPORTS MANAGERS 2018/19 
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Charlie Leach 
(Rugby) Ferg Taylor  

(Cricket)

Nick Scorer 
(Fives)

Harry Reynolds  
(Cross Country) 

James Sewry 
 (Tennis)

Will Smibert 
(Hockey)

George Atkins 
(Football)



Draft 04 at 24.5.19


